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Abstract: The United Nations Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities recognizes the
right of people with disabilities to attain full social participation without discrimination on the
basis of disability. Furthermore, mobility is one of the most important life habits for achieving such
participation. Providing people with disabilities with information regarding accessible paths and
accessible urban places therefore plays a vital role in achieving these goals. The accessibility of urban
places and pedestrian networks depends, however, on the interaction between human capabilities
and environmental factors, and may be subdivided into physical or social factors. An optimal analysis
of accessibility requires both kinds of factors, social as well as physical. Although there has been
considerable work concerning the physical aspects of the environment, social aspects have been
largely neglected. In this paper, we highlight the importance of the social dimension of environments
and consider a more integrated approach for accessibility assessment. We highlight the ways by
which social factors such as policies can be incorporated into accessibility assessment of pedestrian
networks for people with motor disabilities. Furthermore, we propose a framework to assess the
accessibility of pedestrian network segments that incorporates the confidence level of people with
motor disabilities. This framework is then used as a tool to investigate the influence of different
policies on accessibility conditions of pedestrian networks. The methodology is implemented in the
Saint-Roch neighborhood in Quebec City and the effectiveness of three policy actions is examined by
way of illustration.

Keywords: people with disabilities; social participation; disability rights; mobility; policy;
physical environment; social environment; pedestrian networks; and accessibility

1. Introduction

Despite significant efforts over the last decades, improving social participation of people with
disabilities (PWD) is still a very challenging issue for our societies. This is because there is an important
gap between the current design of urban environments and the way people with disabilities live and
interact with such environments. Current urban infrastructures and services are generally designed
based on a standard view of people without any deficiencies and the specific needs of PWD are often
not taken into account in the development of cities, public places, new technologies and services.
PWD who cannot move autonomously will not be able to accomplish their daily activities (such as
go to work or school, go shopping, or participate in community and family life). To enable PWD to
live independently and participate fully in all aspects of their life including effective participation
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in valued life activities, achievement of culturally and developmentally appropriate social roles,
contribution to various aspects of community life, and full citizenship [1], a whole range appropriate
issues needs to be taken into account. According to the United Nation’s Convention on the Rights of
PWD [2], which is ratified by over 160 countries including Canada, equal access to urban places and
services must be enshrined in law for everyone, regardless of any functional limits. To achieve this
goal, Canada has put in place a number of actions including the adaption of related legislations and
providing financial support to help community-based projects to improve the accessibility of buildings,
vehicles, information and communication technologies, etc. [3].

The UN convention has its roots in the social model of disability [4–6] which was developed to
highlight the impact of environmental factors in the definition of disability. Before the 1970s, the role
of the environment was not considered to be important in the definition of disability. According to
the earlier medical model, disability was considered to be the result of or related to diseases and
injuries [5,7–9]. Criticisms of this paradigm led to the development of the social model of disability.
This model defined disability as a product of inadequate social organization. Within this approach,
impairments are treated as physical properties of the body, while disability results when society
fails to provide a barrier-free environment, which does not discriminate on the basis of impairment.
Furthermore, social exclusion can lead to isolation and inadequate social participation. Hence, in the
social model of disability, socio-economic systems are considered to be the main factors affecting
disability, while the older medical model views disability as a characteristic of the human body [9].

The mobility of people with motor disabilities (PWMD) is one of the most important life habits
that significantly contribute to the social participation of PWMD. In order to assist PWMD in their
mobility and social participation we need to provide them with information on accessible routes
and accessible urban places as a function of their specific needs. The accessibility of a place or a
route is assessed based on the interactions between human capabilities and environmental factors.
Capability is an attribute of human behavior that differs from one person to another and is defined
as a person’s potential to accomplish a mental or physical activity [10]. On the other hand, the
environment is composed of entities with different properties, each entity which may have several
physical and social properties. In their physical dimensions, entities are characterized by their physical
properties whereas in their social dimensions, socio-cultural and political-economic properties can be
identified [11]. According to these properties, each entity in the environment affords several actions
such as walk-ability or roll-ability, and these will, in turn, modulate issues such as accessibility and
suitability. In some cases, a sidewalk may not afford accessibility regardless of human capabilities. For
example, because of the presence of a barrier, a sidewalk may not afford walk-ability. These barriers
may affect the level of accessibility of pedestrians and especially of those with disabilities.

As implied above, however, accessibility depends on the capability of a person too. While a path
may be accessible for one person, it may be inaccessible for others. Therefore, an optimal
analysis of accessibility requires integrating both human capabilities and environmental factors.
Although environmental factors have two dimensions—physical and social—in early definitions of
accessibility the focus has been defined primarily by architectural elements such as ramps and curb
cuts, that is, physical properties. In this paper, the accessibility assessment process is carried out
considering both the physical and social dimensions of the environment. The social environment
involves many factors that may have no direct influence on the mobility of pedestrians (e.g., political
systems, governmental structures, and judicial systems). However, it is increasingly being accepted
that policies, norms, and regulations related to mobility should take into account explicitly the needs
of people with disability.

Here we emphasize the way in which social factors, and in particular, policies, affect the
accessibility of urban infrastructures. Linking policies to changes in accessibility can be explored
by planners to test the creation of more accessible areas within policy interventions. Policies that
regulate the design and construction of pedestrian networks may vary from one city to another or
from one country to another depending on the context and the types of social decisions undertaken by
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different city authorities. For example, altering what is prioritized during snow removal may impact
the importance of curb cuts as barrier reductions in countries that have high average snowfall such
as Canada, Norway, and Russia; this in turn may impact the accessibility of urban environments for
PWMD. In this paper, we propose an approach seeking to investigate the effectiveness of different
policy actions on the accessibility of pedestrian networks and their constituent segments. The approach
is implemented in Saint-Roch, Quebec City for three policy actions, namely enhancing the quality of
existing curb cut pavements (width, slope, and surface quality), removing snow from intersections,
and relocating existing electricity poles from the sidewalks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3
describes the proposed research methods. Section 4 explains the accessibility assessment process and
illustrates its use in the study area as well as describing some policy actions that may affect accessibility.
Section 5 investigates the results of policy tests on the accessibility maps and finally, Section 6 presents
conclusions and future work.

2. Related Works

Over the past two decades, a great deal of research ([12–21]) has focused on the mobility of people
with special needs. Matthews et al. (2003) and Beale et al. (2006) [12,13] developed a model for
navigation of wheelchair users in urban spaces, called MAGUS. The main objective of the MAGUS
project was developing, testing and applying a GIS-based system for modeling accessibility for
wheelchair users in urban areas. The process was subdivided into five steps including identifying the
most frequently cited urban barriers such as surface quality and slopes; building the pedestrian route
network by digitizing the centerline of pedestrian networks; employing the dynamic segmentation
approach to generate segments with uniform attributes; quantifying barriers such as by mapping
the terrain barriers and extracting slope values; and calculating the cost value for each segment and
incorporating these into the proposed model. Kasemsuppakorn and Karimi (2009) [14] developed a
model to personalize routing for wheelchair users. The research was focused on user priorities and
sidewalk parameters. Sidewalk parameters included slope, surface quality, sidewalk width, presence
of steps, and sidewalk traffic. This research used three weighting methods for path optimization,
including the Absolute Restriction Method (ARM), the Relative Restriction Method (RRM) and the
Path Reduction Method (PRM). Each method was carried out in four steps: weighting the sidewalk
parameters; quantifying the impedance value of each segment; modeling the routes for wheelchair
users; and choosing the optimal route among many possible routes. The method successfully
integrated Fuzzy and AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) approaches to develop a routing system
for wheelchair navigation. Jonietz and Timpf (2013) [15,16] proposed a framework for modeling
spatial suitability of pedestrian networks based on affordance theory. This framework sought to assess
suitability determined by characteristics of humans and their environment, as well as interactions
between these. Their model calculated a suitability value by combining pairs of environmental
properties and human capabilities. Environmental properties such as trip distance and sidewalk slope
were used to rate the suitability of paths. This model was implemented in a navigation scenario
for five persons with different abilities with respect to segment slopes and the presence of stairs.
Tajgardoon and Karimi (2015) [17] proposed a path determination approach based on a weighted linear
model for different characteristics of sidewalk segments to evaluate the accessibility of sidewalks for
PWMD. These characteristics included segment distance, slope, width, surface quality, and different
sidewalk traffic zones. They developed this approach to simulate and visualize the accessibility
for two groups of PWMD as well as for blind users. Finally, Gilart-Iglesias et al. (2015), Mora et al.
(2016, 2017), and Pérez-Delhoyo et al. (2017) [18–21] proposed systems for the analysis and evaluation
of the effectiveness of urban accessibility, specifically for people with disabilities, using the latest
advances in the information and communication technologies, global positioning systems(GPS),
geographic information systems (GIS), smart sensing, and cloud computing. The proposed models
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provide automatic monitoring tools to dynamically discover, assess, and classify the accessibility of
urban environments.

Although, all of these studies considered human-environment interactions in the evaluation of
accessibility of a pedestrian network, they only evaluated the physical dimensions of the environment
and ignored the impact of the social dimensions on the accessibility of PWMD. There are a few studies
in the literature which consider the social dimensions of the environment in their studies concerning
the mobility of pedestrians [22–25]. For instance, Mackett et al. [22] developed a software tool called
AMELIA to show the impacts of transport policy, as a social factor, on the social inclusion of elderly
people and PWD. They tested the influences of applying four new policies to improve the accessibility
of the St Albans city center for PWD. The influence of policies was quantified and visualized on the
city map. They showed that providing benches as an urban design policy would provide the most
cost-effective increase in accessibility of the pedestrian network. In other work, Tansawat et al. [23]
showed that the average income of families has a significant negative relationship with respect to
social inclusion. This study investigated the influence of a free train policy on the encouragement
of low-income groups to participate more fully in a range of daily activities. Anciaes and Jones [24]
analyzed the influence of interventions based on the reduction of barriers within the pedestrian
network. These interventions included changing the layout of the local street networks and redesigning
busy streets. They investigated how employing new interventions such as increasing the density
and connectivity of the links available to pedestrians, adding crossing facilities, reducing the speed
limit, or reallocating road space to pedestrians could affect the way pedestrians walk within the
network. In another study, Morales et al. [25] aimed to investigate some design solutions to improve
the accessibility of sidewalks for seniors, wheelchair and walker users during winter conditions.
They showed that existing snow removal policies were not adequate to provide the accessibility
required for PWMD. This research proposed applying new policies to remove snow from the sidewalks.

Although most of these studies propose solutions in order to increase social inclusion and
consequently to improve life quality, to our knowledge, neither of them consider and quantify the
impact of the social factors and policies in the estimation of the accessibility of the pedestrian networks
in urban environment. In the present study, we analyzed the accessibility of the existing pedestrian
network with the consideration of different policies and then estimate the effectiveness of proposed
solutions and visualized them on the accessibility maps.

3. Methodology

Several definitions are presented for accessibility in different contexts. For example, in urban
mobility, accessibility is often defined as the ease of reaching a destination with respect to distance,
time and cost constraints [26]. In the case of pedestrian mobility, however, accessibility depends on
the interactions between the individuals and the pedestrian network itself. In our methodology, we
quantify the accessibility level of different segments (as a cost value) by integrating a measure of
confidence on the part of PWMDs with regard to their mobility. Assessing the accessibility level of
each segment in this way, the accessibility map of the pedestrian network is then generated. This map
is used as a tool to investigate the influence of different policies on the accessibility of the pedestrian
network. Figure 1 displays an overview of this methodology. First, the most important barriers are
identified based on the perception of the PWMD themselves. These, combined with other relevant
properties, are then used to segment the pedestrian network. A user profile database is created which
incorporates a range of different factors, and these, in turn, are matched to factors previously stored
in the network database. The aforementioned databases are then used as inputs to a fuzzy logic
system used to calculate the cost value of each segment and then generate a map of the accessibility of
the pedestrian network. Finally, in order to evaluate the influence of possible policies, the network
database can be updated based on the effects of new policies. Using the updated database, all of the
processing steps can be repeated to generate new accessibility maps and evaluate the effectiveness of
proposed policies.
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Figure 1. An overview of the proposed methodology.

3.1. Accessibility Assessment Framework for People with Motor Disabilities

The accessibility assessment process is carried out in three steps including generating the
pedestrian network and its segments, gathering user profile information, and evaluating the
accessibility level of each segment based on user confidence.

3.1.1. Generating the Pedestrian Network Database

One of the major issues related to existing navigation systems is that the map data has generally
been designed for car navigation and is not appropriate for pedestrians. Pedestrian networks are parts
of urban areas that play a significant role in the outdoor mobility of PWMD. Pedestrian networks
are typically classified into sidewalks, crosswalks, footpaths, building entrances, trails, pedestrian
bridges, and tunnels [27]. Besides sidewalks, which have significant influence on the mobility of
PWMD, intersections including crosswalks and curb cuts are also considered as important subclasses
of pedestrian network elements for PWMD [28]. Crosswalks are designated to indicate the crossing
places for pedestrians and curb cuts assist wheelchair users (or any wheeled device) to transit easily
from sidewalk to crosswalk (or road surface in general) and vice-versa. In the literature, all of these
classes are analyzed in similar ways. However, the perception of PWMD is different regarding each
of these classes and their properties. For instance, from their perception, the influence of a pothole
located on the crosswalk on their mobility is completely different than one located on the sidewalk.

Hence, in order to assess the accessibility of pedestrian networks for PWMD, there is a need to
analyze each type of class separately. Thus, our pedestrian network includes three types of components,
namely sidewalks, curb cuts, and crosswalks. In addition, in order to assess the accessibility level of
each component, these are divided into segments with similar properties. Each segment has parameters
that can be either static or temporal. As a result, the pedestrian network contains decision points
connected by sidewalk, curb cut, and crosswalk segments, where each segment is represented as a
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vector with properties. In our previous work, we investigated in detail which of these properties were
required for PWMD, and how these should be divided into static and temporal factors (for details see
Gharebaghi et al. (2017)). Table 1 shows the barriers most frequently identified by PWMD, the range of
values, their fuzzy classes, and their definitions. Thus, the properties (S, W, SuT, SuQ, SeT, SeL, HC as
presented in Table 1) are categorized in the fuzzy set classes by predefined defined membership values.
For example, the surface quality values are classified into three sets including Poor, Fair, and Good.
A segment with quality value of 3.5, for example, belongs to the fuzzy set Poor with the membership
value 0.5, and to the fuzzy set Fair with a membership value of 0.5 (for more details see [14]).

Table 1. Most commonly identified potential barriers for people with motor disabilities (PWMD).

Barrier Temporality Range of Values Definition of the Barrier

Slope (S) Static (−15, 15) % The slope value of a segment can be gentle, moderate,
or steep

Width (W) Static (0, 3] m The width of a segment can be not passable, narrow,
moderate, or wide

Surface type (SuT) Static/Temporal {1,2,3,4,5} The type of a segment can be asphalt, concrete, brick,
gravel, or cobblestone

Surface quality (SuQ) Static/Temporal [0, 10] The quality of a segment can be poor, fair, good,
or excellent

Segment type (SeT) Static {1,2,3,4} The type of a segment can be sidewalk, curb cut,
or crosswalk

Segment length (SeL) Static (0, ∞) m The length of a segment can be short, medium, or long

Height changes (HC) Static (0, 15] cm The elevation change in a segment can be ignorable, small,
moderate, or big

Snow (Sn) Temporal [0, 10] The depth of snow that covers the segment can be small,
moderate, or big

3.1.2. User Profile Database

The accessibility of the pedestrian network for PWMD is evaluated in relation to the interaction
between the user’s capabilities and the surrounding environment. For example, a segment can be
accessible for some while inaccessible for others even if the type of disability is the same. In order
to evaluate the ability of a wheelchair user, approaches such as the Wheelchair Skill Test (WST) [29],
the Wheelchair Circuit [30], and the Wheelchair Outcome Measure (WhOM) [31] have been proposed.
In this paper, we measure the perceived ability (i.e., confidence) of a person for performing a given
task. Confidence has been identified as a potential contributor to wheelchair mobility via a search of
the wheelchair skills training literature [32] and the evidence suggests a user’s confidence is a stronger
predictor of performance than the skill itself [33]. A person might be able to perform a given task but
not be confident enough to carry it out. According to (Rushton, 2010; Rushton et al., 2011) confidence
is a more reliable criterion than actual ability.

To quantify the confidence level of individuals, the wheelchair use confidence scale (WheelCon,
Rushton, 2010) was employed. According to this approach, the user’s confidence level for a mobility
task is expressed using a value between 0 (low confidence) to 100 (high confidence) (Rushton, 2010).
Hence, we characterized the individual’s confidence regarding each class of barrier using a value in the
range of [0, 100]. Figure 2 situates the relationship between the values of slope and width of a segment
and confidence level for three different users. The confidence values were then fuzzified into fuzzy
set classes by membership values including Very Low, Low, Medium, High, or Very High. For example,
a segment with slope value of 8% is associated with the fuzzy set Moderate while Steep, which depends
on the user profile, might belong to the fuzzy set of Medium confidence or Low confidence. So, we replace
the values of variables (S, W, SuT, SuQ, SeT, SeL, HC, and Sn) with corresponding user confidence

fuzzy values (S̃_Con, W̃_Con, ˜SuT_Con, ˜SuQ_Con, ˜SeT_Con, ˜SeL_Con, H̃C_Con, ˜Sn_Con).
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3.1.3. Computing the Cost Values

In order to evaluate the accessibility level of each segment, a cost value representing the
accessibility level of that segment was calculated. To determine this cost value, the different values
associated with the segment’s properties, which are crisp values, need to be aggregated. However,
in many cases the precise quantitative values are often inadequate to describing real-life situations
and people use a more qualitative way to characterize environmental factors that affect mobility (e.g.,
narrow sidewalks). In our study, the fuzzy logic approach is utilized to meet these requirements.
Fuzzy logic, introduced by Zadeh et al. (1965), is widely used in many different applications including
routing and transportation planning ((Kasemsuppakorn and Karimi 2009) and (Karimanzira et al.,
2006)) to model the vagueness that is associated with human cognitive processes. To employ fuzzy
logic, three steps must be followed: (1) build the rule set and define the membership functions
(fuzzification); (2) develop a fuzzy inference system (FIS) using if-then rules and (3) merge the outputs
of the rules and ensure defuzzification of the results using a different set of membership functions to
derive output variables (Mamdani and Assilian, 1975).

To carry out the fuzzy logic approach, first, the transformation from the pre-determined
accessibility values into a non-crisp fuzzy environment was conducted. This process is called
fuzzification and is performed by defining membership functions. A membership function is a
mathematical function which maps the association of a value to a set between 0 and 1 [34]. In this
paper, the membership functions for all variables were expressed in trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Thus,
the accessibility values (S, W, SuT, SuQ, SeT, SeL, HC, and Sn) were transferred into fuzzy set classes
using predefined membership values. For example, slope can be defined as gentle, moderate, or steep.
A slope value, for example, 3%, corresponds to the gentle and moderate subsets according to the
membership function. Following this, the fuzzy membership of each attribute of a segment must
be transformed to generate a user confidence level (e.g., S_Con). In our case, there were five fuzzy
sets including VL, L, M, H, and VH, and nine variables including S, W, SuQ, SuT, SeL, SeT, HC, and
Sn. The If-Then rules were subsequently defined to aggregate the individual user confidences and,
consequently, calculate the accessibility level of each segment as the output variable. For example:

If (the S_Con is very low) & (the SuQ_Con is low) Then (the segment is not accessible).
In order to cover all possible combinations of fuzzy sets for diverse variables, it is necessary to

define mn rules where m is the fuzzy set number and n is the number of variables. Therefore, we
needed to define 58 rules. Table 2 presents the rule definitions, which are stated as if aggregation can
only be applied to two components; in cases where more than two parameters result from an earlier
aggregation, each element of a parameter pair is aggregated with the next parameter and this process
is continued until the total confidence is obtained. Since these rules directly affect the result of the
process, they need to be validated. In our research, an expert who is also a wheelchair user carried out
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the validation step. However, we understand that further investigation is needed for a more rigorous
validation of these rules by participation of experts and wheelchair users.

Table 2. Defined if-then rules between two variables of p & q.

Rule No.
Confidence Level Accessibility

Level Rule No.
Confidence Level Accessibility

Levelp q p q

1 VL VL NA 9 L VH LA
2 VL L NA 10 M M LA
3 VL M NA 11 M H MA
4 VL H NA 12 M VH MA
5 VL VH NA 13 H H MA
6 L L NA 14 H VH A
7 L M NA 15 VH VH VA
8 L H LA

Once the rules are defined and the aggregation step is performed, the accessibility index of each
segment can be derived. To address this issue, a defuzzification technique should be applied to
produce exact numerical values from the fuzzy values based on the defined membership functions and
rules. The output values were utilized for determining the accessibility levels of pedestrian network
segments via five categories: Not Accessible (NA), Low Accessible (LA), Medium Accessibility (MA),
Accessible (A), and Very Accessible (VA).

3.2. The Influence of Policies and Regulations on Accessibility

Mobility initiatives for PWMD cannot be limited to the physical dimension of the problem only;
social issues need to be addressed too [5,6]. In the Human Development Model—Disability Creation
Process (HDM-DCP) [6,10], a model of disability widely used in rehabilitation, the environment is
partitioned into two parts—physical and social. The social part of the environment involves many
factors (see the taxonomy in Figure 3), many of which may have no direct influence on the mobility
of pedestrians (e.g., political systems, governmental structures, and judicial systems). However, it is
increasingly being accepted that policies, norms, and regulations related to mobility should take into
account explicitly the needs of those who have special needs.
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In the context of pedestrian network accessibility, in some cases, the influence of social factors is
more noticeable than their physical counterparts. For example, Figure 4 shows the physical entities
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on the sidewalk including accumulation of snow and presence of trash bins. These barriers affect the
accessibility of sidewalk segments for everyone, but especially for PWMD. Although these entities
belong to the physical environment, the main cause of the presence of these barriers is related to social
behavior and hence these should be considered as social factors. This implies that these barriers should
be considered in relation to the snow removal and weekly trash collection policies of a municipality, or
to the culture or behavior of the people living in the neighborhood of the sidewalk. These are examples
of social factors that affect the level of accessibility of the sidewalk.
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In order to analyze the effective influence of social factors on the accessibility of pedestrian
networks, we propose to investigate the influence of different policy actions on the generated
accessibility map for wheelchair users. To address this issue, our proposed methodology quantifies the
influence of applying the policies and applies the results to the accessibility map. To do so, first, we
select the given policy action and generate new data corresponding that policy action. The generated
data then replaces the original data in the pedestrian network database, the accessibility evaluation
process is carried out again anew, and the resulting accessibility map is regenerated. Finally, the
retrieved results and the effectiveness of that policy are investigated. In the following section, this
whole process is implemented for the Saint-Roch neighborhood in Quebec City.

4. Implementing the Methodology

We applied the whole process of accessibility assessment to an area located in the old part of
Quebec City and visualize the accessibility maps for manual wheelchair users. To fulfill this assessment
each user determined his/her confidence level by choosing a corresponding number from 0 to 100 for
different barriers. The data on users’ confidence for over 120 manual wheelchair users were collected.
Table 3 shows the age distribution by gender of the participants. In this scenario the mean value
of confidence was calculated for the wheelchair users and the accessibility assessment process is
visualized for all participants as a result of their mean confidence (i.e., 52 out of 100).

Table 3. Age distribution by gender of the participants.

Age Men Women Years with Diagnosis ≤ 5 Years with Diagnosis > 5

50–60 41 30 8 63
60–70 29 15 3 41
70–80 6 5 5 6
80–90 1 2 1 2
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On the other hand, we need to collect the detailed data regarding the pedestrian network.
Collecting, preparing, and structuring such database is time consuming and costly tedious job.
Nowadays, using data generated from the Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) has become
a hot topic for various applications including routing and navigation. However, there are still many
concerns regarding the quality of such datasets [35–39]. In order to provide a reliable and accurate data
for the pedestrian network database, in this paper, we used several existing data sources including
the collections of the Ville de Québec, 2015, the web portal of the Ville de Québec (i.e., S, W, SeL, SuT,
and SuT), and a complementary field survey (i.e., SuQ and HC). Additional data related to details
of curb cuts including slope, width, surface quality, surface type, and snow were also collected in
the field for over 200 segments. The snow data was collected on 17 February 2017. To visualize the
accessibility map, the framework described here was executed in a web-based GIS tool (MobiliSIG
application) [40]. Figure 5 illustrates the accessibility map generated for the Saint-Roch area of the city.
In the accessibility map, “Not Accessible” segments are represented in red, “Low Accessible” segments
are identified in yellow, “Accessible” segments are green, and “Very Accessible” segments are dark
green. According to the statistical analysis, 81% of the segments in the study area are accessible, 5% of
the segments are of low accessibility, and 14% of the segments are not accessible for a user whose
confidence corresponds to the average confidence level obtained from all the wheelchair users.
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According to the generated map, there are several sidewalk segments that are not accessible for
the participants. One of the reasons might be a design policy poorly oriented towards the development
of an inclusive city based on the universal design approach. For example, locating electric poles on
the middle of sidewalks is one significant barrier, which is identified in the study area. The second
reason for inaccessible segments is the existence of steep curb cuts in the area, another poor design
feature. This sector is a part of the historical and cultural patrimony of the city and hence there are
more restrictive rules for renovation activities. Hence, there is a need to implement new policies that
respect those restrictions but consider the specific needs of PWMD at the same time. Modifying these
criteria and regenerating the accessibility maps showcases the value of such changes in urban design
policy. We investigated this potential by modifying three policies and simulating the changes in the
accessibility maps. The chosen policies included “enhancing the quality of existing curb-cut pavements
(width, slope, and surface quality)”, “cleaning snow from intersections and curb cuts by applying
proper snow-removal policies” for intersections, and “relocating electricity poles from the sidewalks”.
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Because the implementation of these policies is tied to other issues such as economical factors, the
study of the interconnection between these factors is beyond the scope of this paper.

• Policy 1: Improving the characteristics of existing curb cut pavements

According to our accessibility assessment process, a significant number of the inaccessible/low
accessible segments were located at the intersections. This can be recognized on the generated maps
(see Figure 6). On the other hand, the security of PWMD is highly affected while they are crossing
the streets. Intersections usually are considered as challenging points for the mobility of PWMD
in the pedestrian network where they make a transition from sidewalks to an intersecting road
surface [41–46]. The risk of tipping over or falling from the wheelchair or having a car accident always
threatens wheelchair users in the intersections.
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 Figure 6. The accessibility condition of the curb cuts in the study area.

Therefore, there is a need to pay more attention to the intersections as the most challenging places
for the mobility of PWMD. The curb cuts are constructed to assist wheelchair users to ease transit from
sidewalk to crosswalk and vice-versa. Curb cuts play an important role in these transitions. Here,
we investigate the impact of improving the characteristics of the curb cuts on the accessibility of the
pedestrian networks. To do so, in our case study we simulated the implementation of a policy of (A)
eliminating steep segments; (B) improving surface quality, and (C) widening the narrow spans of
existing curb cuts where possible in the Saint-Roch area of Quebec City. Indeed, applying each policy
led to changes in the value of corresponding variables and then the cost value of that segment was
recalculated considering the new data. For example, consider a segment i with the values of (Si, Wi,
SuTi, SuQi, SeTi, SeLi, HCi, Sni) where Si is steep. By applying policy A, the slope value of this segment
changes to moderate and then the accessibility level of this segment is recalculated. We evaluated the
accessibility level of the segments after applying each policy change and then visualized the results
in the accessibility map. Table 4 shows the influence of applying these policies on the accessibility of
curb cuts, in such a way that each change is carried out independently of the others. The table clearly
shows that the policy change could lead to substantial gains in segments normally considered to have
low accessibility.

Table 4. The results of the policy changes (a, b, c) on accessibility.

Existing Situation Policy A Result (%) Policy B Result (%) Policy C Result (%)

Examined segments 233 233 233 233
Accessible segments 93 120 29 113 22 97 4

Low Accessible segments 95 68 28 75 21 136 43
Not Accessible segments 45 45 0 45 0 0 100
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• Policy 2: Cleaning snow from curb cuts by applying proper snow-removal policies

Snow is always considered as a big challenge for PWMD in urban areas. It is ranked as the
third most difficult item indicated by our pilot study of over 120 wheelchair users. This challenge is
more highlighted in countries that have high average snowfall such as Canada, Norway, and Russia.
Snow always affects the social participation of people especially PWMD living in these countries during
the winter season. Although snow removal is prioritized on sidewalks during the winter, however,
the level of accessibility of the pedestrian network for PWMD is still limited. For example, improper
snow removal procedures will impede the accessibility for individuals with motor disabilities because
of accumulated snow on places such as curb cuts. This issue is also investigated by incorporating
new technologies to improve snow removal. For example [25] proposed using an electrical system for
snow-melting under the curb cuts.

Here, we investigated how altering snow removal policies such as the use of novel technologies,
may change the accessibility maps. To test this policy change, the data on the state of the curb cuts
for over 200 curb cuts in our study area were collected. The data were collected on 17 February 2017,
just two days after a snowfall in Quebec City. Table 5 demonstrates the accessibility level of segments
before and after the simulated use of the new policy. As was the case for Policy 1, it is projected that
this policy change would lead to improvements in low accessibility segments.

Table 5. The results of the policy change “2” on the accessibility.

Existing Situation After Employing Policy Action Results (%)

Examined segments 233 233
Accessible segments 93 108 16

Low Accessible segments 95 80 16
Not Accessible segments 45 45 0

• Policy 3: Relocating the existing line of electricity poles on the sidewalks

As mentioned, electric poles on the middle of sidewalks are significant barriers that limit or block
the mobility of wheelchair users. This can be clearly recognized by the generated accessibility maps
(see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The accessibility of sidewalks in the study area.

The existence of poles on the sidewalks leads to a reduction in the effective width of the sidewalk
and consequently decreases accessibility. Relocating the existing line of electricity poles on the
sidewalks can be investigated as another policy change that could impact the accessibility of sidewalks
in our study area. The results obtained by simulating the implementation of this scenario showed that
moving electrical and telecommunication lines underground would be an option to clear the sidewalk
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that allows PWMD to move without restrictions. Table 6 presents the accessibility level of curb cuts in
the existing situation as well as after employing the policy change. In this case, segments formerly
inaccessible become accessible. In the following section, we investigate the results of these proposed
policy changes.

Table 6. The results of the policy change “3” on sidewalk accessibility.

Existing Situation After employing Policy Action Results (%)

Examined segments 2622 2622
Accessible segments 1936 1972 2

Low Accessible segments 378 383 1
Not Accessible segments 308 267 13

5. Analyzing the Effectiveness of Policy Changes

The results demonstrate that implementing policy 1-a (eliminating steep segments) leads to
a projected reduction of 27 segments with low accessible curb cuts while implementing policy 1-b
(improving the surface quality) improves the accessibility of only 20 segments. In addition, a significant
impact of the implementation of policy 1-c (widening the narrow widths) is noted. Hence, in total the
implementation of these policy changes may improve the accessibility of 45 segments. By comparison,
cleaning the snow from curb cuts reduces only by 15 the inaccessible segments. The results are
summarized and ordered in Table 7.

Table 7. Order of the different policy actions.

Policy Order Policy Action Segment Type Number of Segments with
Improved Accessibility

1 Widening narrow segments Curb cut 45
2 Relocating the existing line of electricity poles Sidewalk 41
3 Eliminating steep segments Curb cut 27
4 Improving the surface quality Curb cut 20
5 Cleaning snow from the segments Curb cut 15

We noticed that 19% of the reduction of inaccessible curb cuts is related to the width whereas
8% of the reduction is related to employing changes to snow removal policy. These two variables
are related. However, the snow dataset was collected on 17 February 2017, two days after a snowfall
event in Quebec City. The correlation would be more prominent if the snow dataset was collected
during the day of the snowfall or a day after. As shown in Figure 6, the impacts of policy changes
can be investigated separately. That is, the impacts of other barriers will be measurable only once an
appropriate policy change is applied. It is quite obvious that inaccessible/low accessible segments
would disappear if all barriers were removed concurrently. Figure 8 visualizes the impact of different
policy tests on the curb cuts in some example intersections. For example, by implementing the policy
change 1-c, we witness that the east side of the intersection that was inaccessible becomes accessible
for PWMD.

Figure 9 shows a view of the study area after the implementation of the third policy change.
In this figure, the accessibility map is re-generated by excluding the existing electricity poles from
the sidewalks. As shown, the accessibility level of these parts of the sidewalk is changed from not
accessible to accessible. According to the statistical results, the implementation of this policy test
improves 13% of the not accessible segments in the study area.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

For people with disabilities to live independently and fully participate in all aspects of daily
life, they need to have access on an equal basis to the physical environment, to the transportation
infrastructure, and so forth. To address this issue, finding accessible paths within the pedestrian
network is a way for enhancing their effective mobility and their social participation within society.
In this paper, we focused on ways in which policies (i.e., social factors) can be considered in the
assessment of the accessibility of a pedestrian network. We aimed to investigate the influence of the
implementation of policy changes on the accessibility of the intersections and sidewalks by means
of simulation. Among various policies, we tested the impact of three policies, namely enhancing
the quality of existing curb cut pavements (width, slope, and surface quality), removing snow from
intersections, and relocating the existing line of electricity poles on the sidewalks. The influence of
these policies was quantified and visualized on the accessibility map generated for the Saint-Roch
sector in Quebec City.
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The results demonstrated the impact of the different policy changes on the accessibility of curb
cuts for PWMD. It was shown that decreasing the slope of steep curb cuts, widening the narrow widths,
and cleaning the snow from curb cuts would significantly improve the accessibility level of pedestrian
networks for everyone, and especially for PWMD. We have seen that the impact of improving the
surface quality of the curb cuts is almost negligible compared to that of other factors. In addition,
the implementation of the third policy change was investigated and a significant improvement of
the accessibility level of sidewalks was noted. The proposed scenario-based accessibility assessment
analysis together with appropriately generated accessibility maps and the statistical results might be
useful for city authorities to explore different policy options and to understand and quantify their
impacts. Decision-makers can compare the impacts of different policies and decide which ones are the
most effective. One of the most challenging issues in this research was to collect precise and detailed
data about the pedestrian network, as this is a very time consuming and costly task. Therefore, we
have limited the study area to perform our analysis. Furthermore, the environmental factors are
temporal and change in time. Temporality of the characteristics of environment raises the complexity
of the accessibility assessment process. Thus, as future work, we will develop an effective approach to
generate a relatively quick and low-cost detailed spatiotemporal data for the accessibility assessment
purposes. In addition, we plan to integrate other social factors that may play a prominent role in the
accessibility of pedestrian networks for PWMD.
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